2008 gmc arcadia

With ample room for up to eight passengers, a comfortable ride, respectable performance and
decent fuel economy, the GMC Acadia ranks as one of the best family-oriented crossovers
available. In the past few years, sales of traditional SUVs and minivans have been dropping as
consumers gravitate toward crossover SUVs. And it makes sense. Why buy a 6,pound
truck-based SUV that can pull a tank and tackle the Baja 1, when all you really need is
something to shuttle the kids around and deal with wintertime driving conditions? The Acadia
was introduced last year and is closely related to its corporate siblings, the Saturn Outlook and
Buick Enclave. Like other popular crossovers, the Acadia has a unibody structure for better
handling, interior packaging and crashworthiness. It also has a V6 engine and available
all-wheel drive. Helping the Acadia stand out, however, is its size. We consider it to be a large
crossover, and indeed, it's about the same size as a Yukon. As such, the Acadia can seat up to
eight people and its third-row seat can accommodate adults with ease. Folding those seats
down also provides a serious amount of cargo space. Everything factored in, the GMC Acadia
has a lot in its favor. We give it a strong recommendation, especially for buyers with large
families. But if you don't find it to your liking, there are other models to consider, including the
recently introduced Mazda CX-9, redesigned Toyota Highlander and well-regarded Honda Pilot.
The line-topping SLT-2 adds remote vehicle starting, rear park assist, a power rear liftgate,
power lumbar supports for the front seats, a volt power outlet and a rear cargo shade. Both SLT
models can also be had with eight-passenger seating, and many of the SLT-2's features are
available on lesser models, too. Option highlights include a DVD entertainment system, a
rearview camera, a second-row console, a two-panel sunroof, inch wheels, a head-up
windshield instrument display, a navigation system, Dolby 5. The GMC Acadia can be had with
either front- or all-wheel drive. Towing capacity, at 4, pounds properly equipped, should be
enough for most folks. Though GMC has built its image around tough trucks, the all-wheel-drive
Acadia is geared more for foul-weather driving than boulder-bashing. The AWD system is active
and requires no driver intervention. Standard safety features are generous and include antilock
disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side airbags, full-length side-curtain airbags and the
OnStar communications system. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration crash test
scores are impressive, with the Acadia scoring five stars out of five in all frontal- and
side-impact tests. While the GMC Acadia doesn't fall anywhere near the fun-to-drive camp, it's
easy and pleasant to drive, especially considering the vehicle's size and 4,pound curb weight.
Those planning on towing a trailer will want to consider the SLT versions that feature
variable-effort power steering to make quick work of maneuvering. On the road, we've found
that the optional inch wheels increase the crossover's bling factor, but they also compromise
the Acadia's otherwise comfortable ride quality, turning it into a somewhat jarring experience
that many target buyers won't enjoy. Our only other complaint regards the programming of the
six-speed automatic, as downshifts can be a bit lethargic unless prodded by a sharp throttle
boot. Thanks to its space-efficient design, the GMC Acadia provides sedanlike comfort for all
passengers. A third-row seat is standard, and one may choose between seven- and
eight-passenger configurations. Additionally, access to that third row is eased by wide rear
doors and a sliding second-row seat. Although taller folks in the way back may wish for more
thigh support, the accommodations back there are much better than most crossovers or
traditional SUVs. Cargo capacity is abundant, with nearly cubic feet available with all seats
down and a still very respectable 19 cubic feet behind the third-row seat. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used GMC Acadia. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Some subpar interior trim,
transmission can be slow to downshift. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For the GMC Acadia, eight-passenger seating
and satellite radio become standard on the base SLE-1 model, while a rearview camera and a
second-row console become available on upper trim levels. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. Frustrated with My Acadia. I want to love my Acadia but have grown extremely
frustrated with it. The overall comfort in driving my Acadia has been great but I have run into

several maintenance issues which just show a lack of quality in the vehicle. These issues
include: water leaks have caused issues with the front blower motor and various sensors ,
blown rear strut, power steering pump and gear, tailgate motor and supports, two bad batteries,
master cylinder breaks , blown headlamps, and rear window spray hose. There have been three
recalls: heated windshield washer, passenger airbag sensor, and headlamps. Many of these
issues occurred within first two years of ownership. Has been a maintenance headache. Read
less. I will never buy a GM again. I bought my GMC Acadia brand new. I have serviced my
vehicle at the GMC dealership by the book. I always take it in for service when it is needed and
always complete any service or repair the dealership has suggested. It took the dealership 3
days to even look at my vehicle. I have researched this issue online to find out that a large
number of other GMC Acadia owners have experienced this exact same problem and GM is
doing nothing about it. Last GM product I will ever own. GM discovered that many Acadias
recieved a defective wave plate during assembly. The wave plate is a component in the
transmission. Instead of recalling the Acadia and having the part replaced, GMC offered a
special warranty up to , miles to reimburse the cost of transmission repairs. Of course, since I
actually take care of my car and drive it gently, my wave plate lasted until , miles. The problem
was a defective waveplate. GMC did not provide any assistance with the repair costs despite the
fact it was barely beyond the warranty. I'm actually somewhat thankful though. Now I have a
good excuse to buy a foreign car. For the past 20 years, I have always owned domestic vehicles
But, with this latest issue, it is apparent that GM has no interest in supporting their customers.
Now, if people give me a hard time about buying foreign, I can refer to this experience and
people will understand. This will be the last GM product I own. I was going to buy a new Yukon
in the Spring. That won't be happening now. We searched reviews before we bought and saw a
number of negative reviews. I believe most people are more inspired to write a review if they
have a negative experience. We've owned ours for almost two years. Very pleased. The manual
instructs to use higher octane fuel, but we use 85 regular unlead since we are at high elevations
-mechanic recommended. We bought a prebuy inspection by our shop. Only problems we have
had: sunroof leaked once after sitting in heavy rain, but never while driving. Hasn't done it
since. Also driver's seat fails to move about once every 3 months - we get it to move after
playing with it Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored
cars related to the Acadia. Sign Up. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in
your inbox. This SUV has , kms. Stock number A is summit white in colour. It has an automatic
transmission and is powered by a 3. Car is in great running condition New breaks and rotors
New tires New transmission seals Transmission flush New axle New engine has only ,km Body
has ,km Open to trading for a small vehicle. Very desirable and reliable family vehicle. Please
call for appointment AS IS Like new tires 8 seats dvd very clean it needs timing chain repair.
Has a carfax, ask dealer ask before coming If you don't want the certified, AS IS condition and
salvage title. This vehicle is being sold as is, unfit, not e-tested and is not repre Reach millions
of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 1. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0.
Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. SLE 2. SLT1 2. SLT2 2. Please enter a number
between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number
between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is
required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. SUV 7. Black 1. Not Specified 1. Silver 1.
Unspecified 1. White 3. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All Wheel Drive 5. Front Wheel
Drive 2. Gasoline 7. Unknown 1. Automatic 7. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get
price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email
Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation.
You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 7. Click here to
try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Mileage , km. New safety
Mileage , km. Contactless Services New. List your car here! List your car for free. Used Vehicle
Mashup: Family Crossovers. Used Car Reviews. Find your next car by browsing our extensive
new and pre-owned GMC Acadia inventory from local GMC dealerships and private sellers. You
can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of GMC
Acadia with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond
Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All

new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of
all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle
Listing Details. All vehicles get a 5 day money back guarantee and free carfax. Please call or
text Gilly at Runs and drives great,. Neils Value Deal offers the consumer the ability to buy this
vehicle before we send it to auction. We have performed a safety inspection only. The previous
owners contact information is available to discuss this vehicle and we encourage you to have
this vehicle inspected by a qualified technician at your expense. All trade-ins are welcome. We'll
buy your car even if you don't buy ours! SLT2 trim. Namely, that includes helping you find the
model that best suits your lifestyle and your budget through conversations with our sales
consultants and Ford lease and financing experts. Horsepower calculations based on trim
engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior
to purchase. We have been in business for 26 years. We are not going anywhere. Our customers
become part of our family. We actually make the car buying experience relaxing and fun for you!
Need to protect your investment, No worries we have several warranty options to help with
costly repairs. For more information please contact our finance department. International Motor
Productions offers a variety of extended used car warranty options with various levels of
coverage. We carry multiple policies so that we can give you the option to select the coverage
that best fits your personal situation. As a pre-owned vehicle, certain items such as floor mats,
additional keys, fobs, manuals, etc might have been misplaced by previous owners. We have no
control over this and apologize for any confusion this may cause when searching for your
vehicle on our web site. We're here to make your experience as easy and pleasant as possible.
We value our customers and we treat them the way we would expect to be treated. If you're
looking for a new or pre-owned vehicle, stop in and let us show you how we do business. You'll
be pleasantly surprised. We highly recommend that you contact us to verify the vehicles
availability, because all vehicles are priced to move quickly. Call us at TEXT Please call us!!!
Mudarri Motorsports Co has been dedicated to customer service and quality vehicles since its
inception in The Mudarri family has sold thousands of cars and trucks locally and
internationally since We stand behind our product and take pride in the highest quality
customer experience. Please call us today at to see this or any of our vehicles we have here on
our lot. Thank you for looking! Financing Available Regardless of your credit history or
situation. Trade-Ins welcome! There are some great extended service Contracts available for
this vehicle, please inquire for rates, terms, and coverage details. Why Platinum Auto?
Shopping at Platinum Automotive is car buying the way it should be: fun, informative and fair.
Honda Of Slidell This SUV is a great example of beauty and brawn with classic styling and a
workhorse power plant. The Acadia SLT2 is well maintained and has just ,mi. This low amount
of miles makes this vehicle incomparable to the competition. It has a quiet, refined ride, a very
carlike interior, and a full array of luxury-oriented options. It also boasts better fuel economy
than other full-size sport utility vehicles, along with a better roster of safety features on board.
The Acadia can also provide seating for up to eight. This model sets itself apart with safety
features. No Hassle Internet Pricing is achieved by polling over 20, vehicle listings hourly. This
ensures our customers receive real-time No Hassle Pricing on every pre-owned vehicle we sell.
We do not artificially inflate our prices in hopes of winning a negotiating contest with our
customers! Our pricing is based on actual transactions. After doing business from New
Hampshire to California we find this approach is by far the best for our customers. Go to We
also encourage you to take any of our pre-owned vehicles to your own mechanic for their
mechanical inspection. If you're looking for a great deal on a used car in Slidell you have come
to the right place. While these vehicles are being sold as-is it doesn't mean they aren't still great
cars and SUVs. Be sure to act fast as these vehicles will be available for 2 weeks before heading
to auction - if you see something you like contact us for a test drive today! Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 5, Engine Type Gas 5, Cylinders 6 cylinders 4, 4 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Frustrated with My Acadia. I want to love my Acadia but have grown
extremely frustrated with it. The overall comfort in driving my Acadia has been great but I have
run into several maintenance issues which just show a lack of quality in the vehicle. These
issues include: water leaks have caused issues with the front blower motor and various sensors

, blown rear strut, power steering pump and gear, tailgate motor and supports, two bad
batteries, master cylinder breaks , blown headlamps, and rear window spray hose. There have
been three recalls: heated windshield washer, passenger airbag sensor, and headlamps. Many
of these issues occurred within first two years of ownership. Has been a maintenance
headache. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. My first experience with them wasn't great but have since had great
communication and appreciate their honesty of buying a cash vehicle and driving it out of state.
Shane, the sales mgr. He even volunteered to shuttle the truck there and set up the
appointment. It was a pleasure working with them. Great guys over there, willing to talk with you
and work with you. They contacted us next day. We are still working with them to find the right
vehicle for our family. Brad was amazing and super helpful. Answered all my questions, had the
car started and warmed up when I arrived. Allowed me to and my mechanic to look over the
vehicle completely and take test drives. Would definitely recommend them to others looking for
a vehicle! Dealer contacted me backed, I asked a few questions, got answers and then asked for
more pictures of an area of concern on the car. Never heard back. I'm sure the pics would have
shown bad news as it is still up on their site. I went there to look at an Elantra. The car
advertised as blue looked dk blue in the photo but was black. Typos happen and my search for
another car continues. I was impressed with the lot, its selection of cars, and the sales woman.
So I gave them 4 stars bases on my first impressions. They contacted me. Sadly, the car had
already sold. They're 40 miles from me, and I paid them a visit. Nice place, busy place, spoke
with Brooke and left her a wish list. They were very helpful, not aggressive. We were both very
pleased, and happy to hv made the trip dn from Spokane! We feel reAlly good about this
purchase! These people were the nicest people I've ever dealt with from a car lot I would highly
recommend them. Staff went beyond measures to make sure we were satisfied and to
accommodate everything we wanted and needed. Excellent experience! Jay stayed late and
went above and beyond. We will be back for sure. They are a very inviting dealership. Despite
the snowy day the staff had the car ready and waiting for us to test drive, even answering
questions outside in the elements. I did get a chance to test drive this car and it was a nice car.
While I'm waiting for the down payment money to arrive, the car was sold I guess, so I'm still
trying to find make a decision something. Extremely rude service! He seemed bothered that I
had questions about the vehicle. He told me I could go to the dealer if I have questions. I will
shop elsewhere. Nice cars I'd Love to own this SUV but are they actually the real pictures it
shows 2 monitors in the head rest and it's not stated in the report. Told them 12, they said come
in but I'm not gonna waste my time not unless I no for sure. But no pressure like some car lots.
Dealer responded, went above and beyond to take more pictures. She notified me of another
vehicle later but we never bought from them. Vehicle was sold when we visited dealership.
Generic email response when I inquired about the vehicle. In its second year, the GMC Acadia
adds more standard features to the already well-equipped three trims. It automatically adjusts
torque and yaw according to driver information and road conditions. Adding extra security is a
new brake assist feature and revised traction control. These join standard stability control, ABS
brakes, dual front-side and side curtain airbags, and inch alloy wheels for five-star safety
ratings. Also new in is an optional rearview camera, bundled with a navigation system. The SLE
starts fully loaded with power features, a CD player, and cruise control, while the higher-end
trims adds power front seats with driver's memory, heated leather upholstery, a CD changer,
power liftgate, and rear audio controls. Satellite radio has been added to the equipment list this
year. The SLE seats eight with benches in both the second and third row, while the SLT trims
seat seven, substituting second row captain's chairs with their own new center storage console.
The second row slides three inches forward and back to adjust for legroom, and both rear rows
fold flat, expanding the The Acadia claims to have the largest storage room of any mid-sized
SUV. A net is standard, as is an underfloor compartment, and the SLT2 adds a cargo cover. All
trims come with a 3. A 6-speed automatic with overdrive is the only transmission. On the
outside, a rear spoiler, alloy wheels and chrome trim, dual exhaust tips, and revised larger dual
projector headlights add stylish touches that appeal to owners and distinguish the crossover
from its sister vehicles, the Saturn Outlook and Buick Enclave. The Acadia seems to earn a host
of rave reviews, mostly for its long list of standard features, quiet ride, low step-in height, and
its roomy interior and cargo space. Parents like its family-friendly safety record and
easily-accesible seats. Negative comments point out the low fuel economy, noticeable
hesitation when downshifting, rear visibility issues, and the difficult maneuverability due to its
large size. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on

CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized
GMC Dealer. Private Seller: Shayna. Lafayette, TN Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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2005 ford focus timing belt
bissell proheat schematic parts diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

